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Archery probably dates to the Stone Age (around 20,000 BC), the
earliest people known to have used bows and arrows were the ancient Egyptians, who adopted archery at least 5,000 years ago for
purposes of hunting and warfare.

CLUB NEWSLETTER

NARRAGANSETT BOWHUNTERS

In China, archery dates back to the Shang dynasty (1766-1027 BC). A
war chariot of that time carried a three-man team: driver, lancer and
archer. During the ensuing Zhou (Chou) dynasty (1027-256 BC) nobles at court attended sport archery tournaments that were accompanied by music and interspersed with elegant salutations…
WORLARCHERY.ORG
We current day archers are the stewards of history. If archery is to continue as
a viable enterprise in years yet to come, it falls upon the shoulders of all archers,
regardless of discipline to plant and nurture the seed.
NBH is gifted with members who give tirelessly and freely of their personal time
that this stewardship might flourish and our sport thrive. Whether it be DEM’s
Hunter Education, Youth or Women’s Days at the Range, NBH’s Monday night
Archery 101 class or special events as Great Outdoors's Pursuit or Wild About
the Outdoors hosted by Fish & Wildlife, our members are there.

RANGE OFFICER

Due to the overwhelming popularity of the indoor 3D League
and the attendant crowding, noise
and confusion of many archers
packed into such a confined
space, the club has expanded
league staffing to include a dedicated range officer.
This person will assist league
chair Gene White and the other
league officials by providing dedicated supervision of the line unencumbered with registration, accounting, raffles and food.
The club has developed and published safety guidelines under a
Standard Operating Procedure
which was distributed to all members in conjunction with the November meeting minutes. The
SOP will be available at the clubhouse during the league events.
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BACK FROM THE BRINK??
NY STATE MAY BE FIRST STATE TO ELIMINATE
CHRONIC WAISTING DISEASE
(NBH Editor)
http://www.dec.ny.gov/animals/33220.html
http://www.wideopenspaces.com/nys-decs-plan-to-minimize-risk-of-cwd

The November 2017 edition of American Hunter Magazine contained a short report announcing the proposed ban by New York State on all deer urine lures.
The focus of the short five paragraph text centered on effecting hunter attention
to the proposed ban.
American Hunter perhaps is a little late. The proposal was included along with
others in an August 2017 draft of proposed regulations for the upcoming season.
The ban did not, apparently, make it through the review and hearing process as
the wording in the official regulations for 2017 state: Avoid Natural Deer Urine
Products. Prions are shed in the bodily fluids (saliva, feces, urine) of infected
deer before they appear sick. Prions bind to soil and plants where they
remain infectious for years. There is no product safety testing for urine
products. Choose synthetic alternatives.
Tardiness aside, buried in the last sentence of American Hunter’s report was a
hopeful statement: “Seggos (NY Department of Environmental Conservation
Commissioner) claims New York is the only state to have eliminated the disease after it was found in a wild population”.
Can this indeed be true? Officially the NY DEC states, “No new Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD) cases have been
identified in New York since 2005.” This with an annual surveillance for CWD which tested 2,492 white-tailed deer
with no positives. In the past 10 years, 33,553 wild white-tailed deer have been tested for CWD.(2015 figures).
To be clear 2005 was the year NY first identified CWD in the state. The state responded with Oneida/Madison county
containment area and strict regulations on handling carcasses. Since the initial finding no additional cases have been
identified and the containment area was lifted in 2010.
If NY indeed has beaten back CWD all outdoorsmen would do well to listen and take their proposals seriously. Their
main proposals can be read by visiting the Wide Open Spaces link above.
CWD is insidious and spreading world wide. In 2014 Ohio reported its first case of CWD, in 2015 Michigan and Arkansas. Last year in 2016 CWD was discovered in a free-ranging reindeer in Norway. This was the first detection of
CWD in Europe and the first natural infection of a reindeer worldwide. Two moose have also been confirmed to have
CWD in Norway. Also in 2016 Minnesota found two CWD-positive white-tailed deer during their firearms season near
Lanesboro in Fillmore County. They had previously found a wild CWD-positive white-tailed deer in 2011 with no subsequent detections.
In a meeting I attended with RI DEM biologists and hunter safety folks in late summer the outlook for deer hunters in
RI was bleak should CWD ever raise its head here. According to the biologist with the small (in relative state terms)
deer population of RI would not survive. There would be no more deer to hunt. To borrow NY’s advise: Avoid Natural
Deer Urine Products.
According to the Open Spaces article an alternative to natural urine that is very popular among the banned states as
well as with hunters nationwide is Wind Pro. Wind Pro is 100% synthetic and field tests have shown it to work very
well.

NARRAGANSETT
BOWHUNTERS
P.O. Box 1355
North Kingstown, RI 02852

OCTOBER 3D
RESULTS
Bowhunter Release Women: Bobbi Ohanian 182, Jacqui Haflee 169
Bowhunter Release Men: Tom Hopkins/Mike Sellers 306; Mark Dyer 286;
Chris Connolly 269
Recurve Men: Mike Prior 168; John Bullock 145;
Simon Dudley 136
Longbow: Larry Whitford 174; Bill Wood 161
Hunter Challenge Compound Men: Greg Vaudrain 259
Hunter Challenge Trad: Paul Fahlman 237; Bob Booth 181;
Tony Teolis 153

http://
www.narragansettbowhunters.org
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Cub: Women: Alexis Haflee 191
Cub Men: Jacob Haflee 187
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